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This edition of Family Office and Private Client News takes a brief look at Tax
Rulings no. 506 and no. 512, in which the Italian Revenue Agency comments
on Trusts.
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The first one comments on the fiscal monitoring obligations of a Trust
protector when the Trust is resident abroad. The second answers the question
of whether, in the circumstances described by the tax ruling applicant, it is
possible to take the tax benefits available under the so-called ‘After Us Law’.
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Tax ruling no. 506
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The applicant, which was the protector of a foreign Trust, asked the Revenue
Agency whether, in this fiduciary capacity, it had to comply with fiscal
monitoring requirements(1).
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Not only was the Trust resident abroad, it also held 100 percent of a foreign
subsidiary, several foreign current accounts and a loan receivable arising from
an interest-free loan made to a foreign company.
The applicant also stated that, since the Trust was an interposed entity, the
sole beneficiary – an individual residing in Italy – was fulfilling the fiscal
monitoring requirements by declaring the Trust’s foreign financial assets in
section RW of his income tax return.
In line with previous statements of practice(2), the Revenue Agency ruled that
the applicant had no fiscal monitoring obligations, thus confirming that the
beneficial owner concept used for fiscal monitoring purposes can sometimes
be narrower than that used in the application of anti-money laundering rules.
In particular, the Revenue Agency reminded the applicant that anti-money
laundering and fiscal monitoring rules both apply whenever there is “a legal
(registration) or de facto (ownership or possession) relationship between a
party and declared foreign assets”.
A party that is merely mandated by the settlor to ensure that the trustee fulfils
its obligations has no fiscal monitoring obligations and this was so in the case
of the applicant: in its role as trust protector it merely had the power to
monitor the actions of the trustee and, essentially, to endorse the business
transacted by the trustee under the discretionary powers assigned to the latter
by the trust deed.
(1) As per article 4 of Law Decree no. 167/1990.
(2) For example, Revenue Agency Resolution no. 53/2019 and Circular 38/E/2013.
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Tax ruling no. 512/2020
The applicant asked the Revenue Agency whether the Trust
he had set up together with his wife, in the exclusive
interests of their severely disabled children, could benefit
from the tax relief available under article 6 of the ‘After Us
Law’(3).
The Revenue Agency ruled that in this particular case the
tax relief could not be taken as one of the requirements had
not been met: the Trust deed did not name a Trust
protector to ensure that the trustee would fulfil the duties
assigned to it when the Trust was established(4).
The purpose of having a mandatory trust protector is to
“ensure that throughout the life of the trust transactions are
always aimed at providing special care, an aim which the
law desires to protect and which is the reason for the
establishment of the trust”. Therefore, since a Trust
protector had not been named, this particular trust could not
take the tax relief available under the ‘After Us Law’.
However, still with regard to claiming tax benefits under the
‘After Us’ rules, the Revenue Agency did not object to the
possibility of (i) placing assets and rights in a Trust at any
stage of its life and not just at its inception, or (ii)
transferring bare-ownership rights to a Trust.

(3) Law no. 112/2016, which offers the following forms of tax relief,
among others:
— an inheritance and gift tax exemption;
— fixed registration taxes (imposta di registro, imposta ipotecaria and
imposta catastale);
— a stamp duty exemption.
(4) This mandatory appointment was introduced by article 6(3)(f) of
Law no. 112/2016.
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